Guided Tour With Meal

Enjoy a 60-minute personal tour of Space Center Houston before the center opens to the public. Discover the intriguing details of flown spacecraft on display and learn of the innovations NASA is making today to achieve the feats of tomorrow.

Visit NASA Johnson Space Center on a private tram to see Historic Mission Control, an astronaut training facility and Rocket Park, including the iconic Saturn V rocket.

Tour start time options:
- 60/40/20 minutes before scheduled public opening
- Meal ticket in Zero-G Diner included! Fuel your space adventure by selecting from deli sandwiches, salads, vegetarian meals, pizza or hamburgers

Custom VIP Expedition

This customizable VIP tour caters to the interests and needs of the members of your group.

Choose when your group tram tour begins between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Select which iconic and historic locations your guided group tour visits at NASA and Space Center Houston.

Exclusive extras:
- Special catered lunch with reserved seating in exclusive location
- Souvenir for each group member
- Free parking for each vehicle in group

Enhance Your Group Experience

Tour on Private Tram

Enjoy a personal tram tour of NASA dedicated to your group only. Be one of the first daily visitors to Historic Mission Control, an astronaut training facility and Rocket Park, including the iconic Saturn V rocket. Afterward, walk through Space Center Houston at your leisure.

Tour start time options:
- 60/40/20 minutes before scheduled public opening

Custom VIP Expedition

This customizable VIP tour caters to the interests and needs of the members of your group.

Choose when your group tram tour begins between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Select which iconic and historic locations your guided group tour visits at NASA and Space Center Houston.

Exclusive extras:
- Special catered lunch with reserved seating in exclusive location
- Souvenir for each group member
- Free parking for each vehicle in group

Book your tour online at spacecenter.org/group or call +1 281-283-4755 or email reservations@spacecenter.org

Note: Please reserve three weeks in advance. No refunds or cancellations. Prices and availability subject to change. Guest capacity: 30 minimum to 87 maximum per tram.